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Abstract: This paper investigates the potential influence of different aggregates in the concrete mix
design on the concrete cone resistance of different types of anchors as well as the anchor stiffness. In
fact, bonded anchors with three different adhesives and mechanical anchors and concrete screws of
two types were installed in five different concrete mixes and tested in a standard tensile configuration
using pull-out tests with wide support resulting in concrete cone failure. A rigorous analysis of both
the initial and secant stiffness values of the different anchor types is carried out in a comparative
manner. The results of the experimental program show that the anchor stiffnesses are not influenced
by the different aggregates in the concrete mixes, but rather by the type of anchor. Finally, this
manuscript provides a narrow range of both initial and secant stiffness values with respect to anchor
type only.

Keywords: fastening systems; aggregate; anchor stiffness; displacement-based assessment;
spring models

1. Introduction

Fastening technology is an essential part of the building and construction industry.
Fasteners are widely used in modern construction, particularly in applications involving
the connection of different structural members or the attachment of equipment to load-
bearing members [1–3]. In general, fasteners are divided into different groups according to
the load transfer mechanism or their installation time. Fasteners can therefore be classified
as (i) mechanical anchors, where the load is transferred either by mechanical interlocking or
by friction between the steel and the substrate material, or (ii) adhesive anchors, where the
load is transferred by bonding through a thin layer of adhesive [4]. Fasteners are further
classified as (i) cast-in-place and (ii) post-installed, depending on the method of installation.
This paper focuses only on the different types of post-installed anchors.

In general, fasteners are subject to a rigorous approval process to assess their
performance over their intended service life and under a wide range of environmental
conditions [5–7]. On the other hand, the design of anchorages follows force-based
approaches. These are usually semi-empirical methods such as the widely used Concrete
Capacity Design (CCD) method [8].

In the CCD approach, the resistance of the anchorage is calculated against various
possible failure modes, and the least resistance governs the design. Thus, the design
approach effectively follows a resistance-based design concept. However, due to the semi-
empirical nature of the problem, several simplifications are made in the design calculations,
and the scope of the design is limited to the limits of the test database. Additionally, the
design method could be influenced by the mix design of the base material. As a matter of
fact, for concrete breakout failure mode, the concrete mix and the aggregate type influence
the resistance of the fastener.
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Different types of aggregates have been found to influence the concrete properties [9–12].
Additionally, the effect of different aggregate types on the concrete breakout resistance
has been investigated for undercut anchors [13], as well as for headed stud anchors [14].
Both studies concluded that the aggregate influence on the concrete breakout resistance
is eliminated if the CCD method is considered, although the latter was found to be rather
over-conservative. The effect of recycled aggregate on the tensile resistance of both cast-in-
place and post-installed torque-controlled anchors was investigated in [14] and the same
conclusions were reached. However, these studies provide no information on the effect of
the concrete mix on the anchor stiffness. Furthermore, Hordijk et al. [15] tested anchors
installed in concrete with recycled aggregates. However, in all these tests steel failure has
been observed. Therefore, an assessment of the effect of the recycled aggregates on both
the anchor’s ultimate resistance and anchor stiffness was not possible.

The influence of the different types of aggregates in the concrete mix on the stiffness
of the anchor is an important factor that needs to be investigated for a displacement-based
design approach [16,17]. A displacement-based approach requires a direct consideration of
the fastener stiffness and the stiffness and deformations of the baseplate in the calculation
of the anchorages. Following this approach, the anchors can be considered either as
linear elastic (constant stiffness) or as non-linear springs (varying stiffness) [17] active in
tension, which is beneficial for the realistic calculation of the force distribution among
the anchors of an anchor group. Additionally, a displacement-based approach as a more
realistic assessment method can calculate more accurately the required thickness of a steel
baseplate in a way that an optimal amount of steel is used avoiding unnecessary use and
therefore production of steel. However, one of the main open discussion topics concerning
the displacement-based approach concerns the stiffness of a specific anchor and namely
whether it could be considered in a constant range for different concrete mixes, concrete
strength classes and anchor types. Thus, the main objective of the present manuscript is
to investigate the potential effect that different aggregate types in concrete mixes could
have on the initial as well as on the ultimate resistance’s secant stiffnesses of six different
types of fasteners, both mechanical and bonded. The concrete mixes are designed to
have approximately the same strength. The selected aggregates are different in terms of
hardness, shape, and size. That selection allows the assessment method to cover a broad
range of concrete mixes, i.e., different aggregate types and shapes, for a target designed
strength class. Furthermore, the selection of steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) checks
the robustness and the reliability of the method on higher strength concrete mixes. All
anchors are tested in an unconfined configuration, wide supports, that ensure a concrete
cone failure. The findings of the present manuscript aim to give an overview about anchor
stiffness for the use within displacement-based design approach with linear or non-linear
springs. Additionally, this study intends to produce insights on the number of necessary
tests needed for the assessment of stiffnesses for different types of anchors installed in
concrete of same concrete class with variation of the used aggregates.

2. State of the Art

The current international standards [18–20] adopt the CCD method for the anchorage
design. Additionally, they impose the requirement of a rigid baseplate ensuring negligible
deformations with respect to the anchor displacements. This requirement allows the forces
or displacements to be approximated by assuming a linear distribution. Moreover, the
baseplate can be assumed to be sufficiently stiff if the design actions do not violate its linear
elastic behaviour and as long as its deformations can be neglected when they are compared
to anchor displacements. The force-based design methods do not include the calculation of
the plate deformations and the anchor displacements. However, the baseplate deformations
are linked to the anchor displacements and therefore to anchor stiffnesses. In practice, a
baseplate is often considered to be sufficiently stiff even though the plate deformations
are no longer linearly distributed [18,21]. As shown in [18], this assumption can often
lead to miscalculation of the forces. Therefore, the displacements of the anchors and thus
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their stiffnesses are relevant for the accurate calculation of the base- plate deformations.
As a matter of fact, the anchors could be approximated by linear or non-linear springs.
In the first case, the value of the initial secant stiffness is sufficient, while for the case of
non-linear springs, additional secant stiffnesses need to be assessed for each anchor [16,19].
Thus, the present manuscript investigates the influence of different concrete mixes on the
initial (k1) and secant (k2) stiffness. This is a study of high importance since the results
provide insight into the effect of the aggregate type on the performance of different types
of fasteners. In addition, the study aims to contribute to the establishment of test and
assessment procedures necessary for displacement-based assessment models.

3. Description of Experiments

This section provides all the necessary information regarding the tensile tests of the
investigated anchors installed in concretes with different aggregate types in the mix designs.
As a matter of fact, all the measuring apparatuses are reported as well as the types and the
geometries of the tested post-installed fasteners. Additionally, the detailed information of
the different concrete mixes is discussed in this section.

3.1. Test Specimens

All tests refer to anchors installed in concrete slabs. The design of the experiments, i.e.,
the concrete member dimensions, ensure the formation of the full-size concrete breakout
bodies excluding the influence from or on the adjacent fasteners. All fasteners are placed
with a spacing > 4hef, where hef, is the embedment depth of the anchor, such that any
influence due to close placement is excluded. The concrete member has a thickness of
200 mm which corresponds to a member thickness > 2hef. Additionally, the concrete member
is provided with 2*ø8 edge reinforcement ensuring negligible flexural deformations and no
splitting of the concrete.

Within the scope of this experimental program, five concrete mixes with different
aggregate types are tested, namely I. Gravel 0/16, II. Gravel 0/32, III. Basalt 0/16,
IV. Limestone 0/16, and V. Gravel 0/8 with steel fibres with hooked-end and length of
L = 35 mm, diameter d = 0.75 mm, and tensile strength 1200 MPa. The concrete mix of the
corresponding concrete batches is designed according to EN 206 [22] and is reported in
Table 1, along with details of the aggregate types.

Table 1. Concrete mix designs.

Batch Unit I.
GR Max16

II.
GR Max 32

III.
BA

IV.
LS

V.
SFRC

w kg/m3 185 185 185 185 197.6
Cement type - 32.5R 32.5R 32.5R 32.5R 32.5R

Cement content kg/m3 265 265 265 265 318
Aggregate type - Gravel Gravel Basalt Limestone Gravel

Aggregate shape - Round Round Broken Broken Round
Steel fibre content kg/m3 - - - - 20

a 0–2 mm kg/m3 724 609 724 724 844
a 2–8 mm kg/m3 471 377 471 471 993

a 8–16 mm kg/m3 701 436 701 701 -
a 16–32 0 484 0 0 -

dmax mm 16 32 16 16 8
a kg/m3 1912 1938 1912 1912 1837

w/c - 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.62
a/c - 7.2 7.3 7.2 7.2 5.8

The concrete mixes I–IV are designed to be the same in terms of water, cement, and
aggregate content. Therefore, the only differences should originate in the different types of
aggregates. In the case of mix V, the addition of steel fibres required a different basic mix.
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As can be seen in Table 1, all the different mixes have the same or similar water content,
w, and thus also the same or similar water to cement ratio, w/c. Note that the assessment of
fastening systems requires a concrete class C20/25; therefore, the w/c has a relatively high
design value so that the requested concrete class is reached. In addition to the concrete mix V,
which contains steel fibres and therefore has a reduced aggregate-to-cement content, a/c, all
other four mixes have exactly the same a/c and the same aggregate content. Additionally,
the aggregate content for different ranges of aggregate diameter can be considered the
same, apart from the concrete mix II, which also has aggregates with a maximum diameter
dmax = 32 mm to investigate the influence of aggregate size.

The compressive strength of the concrete batches was measured on standard concrete
cubes with a side length of 150 mm according to EN 12390-1 [23]. In addition, the con-
crete tensile strength was measured with 4-point bending and splitting tests according to
EN 12390-5 [24] and EN 12390-6 [25], respectively. The results of the hardened concrete
properties are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Concrete material properties.

Batch Unit I. II. III. IV. V.

Measured mean concrete cube
compressive strength, fc,cube

N/mm2 28.4 39.4 34.2 36.2 53.8

Mean concrete cylinder compressive
strength, fc,cylinder (converted

EN 1992-1-1 [26])
N/mm2 22.7 31.5 27.4 29.0 43.0

Measured mean tensile strength,
4-point bending, fct,fl

N/mm2 3.2 3.5 3.4 3.3 -

Measured mean tensile strength,
cylinder splitting, fct

N/mm2 2.7 3.2 2.4 3.1 -

Tensile strength of concrete (calculated
based on fc, EN 1992-1-1 [26]) N/mm2 2.4 3.0 2.8 2.9 3.7

Modulus of elasticity (calculated based
on fc, ACI 318-14 [20]) GPa 22.55 26.56 24.74 25.45 31.03

Fracture energy
(calculated based on fc, [27]) Nmm/mm2 62.3 78.4 71.0 73.9 97.5

The different aggregate mineralogies influence their material properties and thus the
concrete material properties [28–32]. Moreover, the different aggregate types influ-
ence the concrete modulus of elasticity [26,28]. Therefore, this manuscript aims to
investigate the potential effect of the coarse aggregate type on the stiffness of different
post-installed fasteners.

3.2. Tested Fasteners and Installation

To investigate the influence of the aggregate type on the axial stiffness of single
fasteners, six different post-installed fasteners of different manufacturers were tested. The
embedment depth was chosen as 70 mm for all cases, and the fastener size was selected such
that the steel cross-sectional area is within a comparable range. This allows the comparison
of the stiffness of different fastener types within one concrete batch as well. However, this
is not the primary scope of this study. In Table 3, the tested types of post-installed anchors
are given.

The fasteners were installed according to the corresponding Manufacturer’s Installa-
tion Instructions. Accordingly, the holes were drilled perpendicular to the concrete surface
and the bore holes were cleaned. After the drilling and cleaning process, the fasteners were
set, and the fixture was positioned on the fasteners, respectively. In the case of the expan-
sion anchor, the prescribed installation torque was applied, which resulted in the expansion
and pre-stressing of the fasteners. The torque was set back to 0 Nm after 10 min, and the
nuts were only hand-tightened to ensure the same initial conditions for all fasteners during
the testing and neglect the influence of pre-stressing on the stiffness values. In the case of
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bonded anchors, no installation torque was applied, and the nut was only hand-tightened
after the prescribed curing time of the two adhesives (epoxy and vinyl-ester). Finally, the
concrete screws were installed using an impact screwdriver with no preload applied to
the fasteners.

Table 3. Overview of the tested fasteners.

Anchor Id Anchor Type Nominal Diameter
[mm]

Embedment Depth
[mm]

A (BF-E1) Bonded-epoxy-based type 1 16 70
B (TC-E) Torque-controlled expansion 16 70
C (CS1) Concrete screw type 1 14 70
D (CS2) Concrete screw type 2 14 70
E (BF-V) Bonded-vinyl ester-based 16 70
F (BF-E2) Bonded-epoxy-based type 2 16 70

3.3. Test Setup and Test Procedure

The test setup is designed to accurately measure the vertical displacement of the
fastener. This is essential for the accurate evaluation of fastener axial stiffness, which is
the objective of this study. Correspondingly, the test setup consisted of the following main
components (see Figure 1):

• A tension test rig with adequate support distance to allow the formation of an unre-
stricted concrete cone;

• A servo-hydraulic cylinder with an integrated calibrated load cell (0–250 kN) from
Instron (Darmstadt, Germany);

• A rigid loading fixture and high-strength threaded rod for load application;
• Two laser sensors for measuring the axial anchor displacement (eltrotec Serie LDS 85

with a measuring rate of 1.25 kHz–312.5 kHz);
• A data acquisition system with computer interface to record the test data with a

measurement frequency of 10 Hz.
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The tensile load was applied to the fasteners via the rigid fixture using a servo-
hydraulic cylinder in displacement control. The applied tensile load on the fastener was
measured using a calibrated load cell with respect to the expected load range. The dis-
placement rate was defined in such a way that the peak load is reached in 60–180 s.
This corresponds to ca.1 mm/min for bonded anchors, 2 mm/min for concrete screws
and 5 mm/min for expansion anchors. The axial displacements were measured using
two triangulation laser displacement sensors of type eltrotec Serie LDS 85. Each laser sen-
sor emits a monochromatic beam with a wavelength of 670 nm. The light is reflected by the
measured object, and the reflection beam is captured by a position-sensitive charge-coupled
device (CCD) sensor. Once the measuring object changes its distance to the sensor, this
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causes a shift of the imaged point on the CCD sensor. This shift is evaluated, and the
displacement of the object is calculated.

The laser sensors measure opposite sides of the rigid fixture that is directly connected
with the fastener in the force flow. Thus, the measured displacements correspond to
the fastener’s axial displacement. For the evaluation, the average value of the two laser
measurements is considered as the fastener’s axial displacement. The test data recording
takes place with a measurement frequency of 10 Hz. Therefore, sufficient measurement
points are recorded, providing an accurate description of the load–displacement curve of
each single fastener. Moreover, that allows a more accurate calculation of the corresponding
initial and secant stiffness values. The tests are performed by the same laboratory. Thus,
both the test set-up and the testing personnel are the same. Therefore, the measurement
errors are expected to be the same for all different datasets.

4. Results and Discussion

This section presents the test results and the performed analysis for each different
dataset. First the failure modes and the load–displacement characteristics of each case are
discussed. Then, the behaviour of the stiffness of each different anchor type in relation to
the concrete mix design is investigated. Finally, a statistical comparison of the initial and
secant stiffnesses for the different fasteners and the different concrete mixes is performed
and presented.

4.1. Failure Modes

As mentioned in Section 3.1, in all tests concerning the different anchor types installed
in the investigated concrete mixes, the failure mode is observed to be concrete breakout.
Figure 2 shows the observed failure modes for all the different anchor types. In all in-
vestigated datasets, a full concrete breakout is observed. The concrete cone started at the
embedment depth, while the failure occurred on the concrete surface. This allows a direct
comparison of the initial and secant stiffness values of each of the different fasteners in the
five different concrete batches.
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is normalised with the expected value obtained from the CCD method. This is in accord-
ance with the findings of previous studies [13,14,33]. 

Furthermore, regarding the concrete mix V reinforced with steel fibres, an increase 
in the tensile anchor resistance is expected since the primary role of the fibres is to improve 
the crack formation and propagation, which results in increased tensile capacity and duc-
tility, while the influence on the compressive strength and modulus of concrete is rather 
small [34]. Therefore, as expected the presence of steel fibres does not significantly change 
the initial stiffness k1. On the other hand, it is expected to influence the secant stiffness k2, 
which is associated with the ultimate load and the increased corresponding displacement. 
This hypothesis is supported by the existing literature for different types of fasteners in-
stalled in SFRC [34–36].  

A more detailed analysis of the ultimate tensile resistance in regard with the concrete 
mix design is given in Section 4.3.
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(d) CS2, (e) BFV, and (f) BFE-2, installed in different concretes.

4.2. Load–Displacement Curves

The load–displacement curves of the different anchor types installed and tested in
concrete with different mixes are illustrated in Figure 3. The different mix designs have
an effect on the ultimate tensile anchor resistance of some of the anchor types. However,
these differences are expected to vanish when the ultimate tensile capacity of the anchor is
normalised with the expected value obtained from the CCD method. This is in accordance
with the findings of previous studies [13,14,33].

Furthermore, regarding the concrete mix V reinforced with steel fibres, an increase in
the tensile anchor resistance is expected since the primary role of the fibres is to improve the
crack formation and propagation, which results in increased tensile capacity and ductility,
while the influence on the compressive strength and modulus of concrete is rather small [34].
Therefore, as expected the presence of steel fibres does not significantly change the initial
stiffness k1. On the other hand, it is expected to influence the secant stiffness k2, which
is associated with the ultimate load and the increased corresponding displacement. This
hypothesis is supported by the existing literature for different types of fasteners installed
in SFRC [34–36].

A more detailed analysis of the ultimate tensile resistance in regard with the concrete
mix design is given in Section 4.3.

Contrary to the tensile resistance, the initial stiffness of each individual test for the
same anchor type seems to be unaffected by the different mix design. This is valid for
all different anchor types that were tested. However, a more thorough analysis of the
effect of the aggregates on the anchor stiffness is required to draw more solid conclusions.
Therefore, a more detailed analysis of the anchor stiffness is performed on the experimental
data. The analysis compares two secant stiffnesses of each test, the initial secant stiffness
k1 = N50%/δ50% and the secant stiffness at peak k2 = Nu/δu, where Nu is the ultimate
tensile resistance, δu the displacement at load of Nu, N50% the load equal to the half of Nu,
and δ50% the displacement at load of N50%. Figure 4 shows the calculation of the secant
stiffnesses k1 and k2 which are used in the analysis. The analysis of the stiffnesses with
respect to the concrete mix design is given in Section 4.4.
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crete Screw—type 2, (e) Bonded Anchor—Vinylester-based, and (f) Bonded Anchor—Epoxy-based 
type 2. 

Figure 3. Load–displacement curves of the different types of anchors and concrete batches:
(a) Bonded Anchor—Epoxy-based type 1, (b) Expansion Anchor, (c) Concrete Screw—type 1,
(d) Concrete Screw—type 2, (e) Bonded Anchor—Vinylester-based, and (f) Bonded Anchor—Epoxy-
based type 2.
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4.3. Ultimate Tensile Resistance vs. Concrete Batch

As mentioned above, the different concrete mixes, i.e., aggregate types, were found to
have an influence on the ultimate tensile anchor resistance of some of the tested anchor
types. Figure 5 shows the ultimate tensile resistance of the different anchors plotted
against the different concrete batches (see Figure 5a) and against the different anchor types
(see Figure 5b). Note that the ultimate resistance was not normalised with respect to
concrete strength.

3
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Figure 5. Influence of concrete mix on the ultimate load vs. (a) concrete batch and (b) anchor type.

Both epoxy-based bonded anchors A and F were found to have no significant influence
from the different mix of the base material. Additionally, the concrete screws C and D
show no significant sensitivity of their tensile capacity with respect to the different concrete
mixes (see Figure 5b).

On the contrary, the higher sensitivity of the anchor’s tensile resistance to the different
concrete mix design, i.e., aggregate type, is observed for the anchor type B (Expansion
Anchor) and E (Bonded Anchor—Vinylester-based). However, if a normalisation with
respect to the concrete strength were to be considered, a more accurate assessment could
be performed.
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4.4. Stiffness vs. Concrete Mix
4.4.1. Initial Stiffness

The results of the initial stiffness values k1 = N50
δ50

in relation to the concrete batch are
shown in Figure 6. Based on the results, it can be concluded that for the bonded anchors
with the three different adhesive agents (A, E, and F) the mean value of the initial stiffness
k1 can be approximated as almost constant (see Figure 6a). The same conclusion can also
be made for the expansion anchor B, as shown in Figure 6c.
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and (c) torque-controlled expansion anchors.

On the contrary, in the cases where the two different concrete screws have been tested,
the initial stiffness seems to change with the concrete mix. However, the scatter of the
individual datasets within one test series in one concrete batch is also large: the coefficient
of variation (CoV) is always CoV ≥ 30%. This suggests that the change in stiffness might
not necessarily correspond to the influence of aggregate type in the concrete mix.

In order to exclude possible errors, an additional way of estimating the initial stiffness
k1 is investigated. As a matter of fact, of each individual dataset the datapoints of anchor
displacement and axial load until N50 are selected and a line is fitted by the least squared
error method (LSE). Then, the scale coefficient of the fit is considered as the initial stiffness,
k1. The result of the comparison of the two approaches is shown in Figure 7. In general, for
the bonded anchors (A, E, and F) and the expansion anchor (B), no significant differences
are observed between the k1 values calculated with the two different methods. However, in
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the case of the concrete screws the k1 values calculated by the ratio N50/δ50 are significantly
higher than the respective values obtained by the LSE method.
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Therefore, for the concrete screws (C and D) the initial stiffness is obtained by fitting
a line with the LSE on the elastic regime of the load–displacement curve. This method
reduces significantly the scatter among the k1 values as shown in Figure 8, and it could be
considered as a second option of calculation for the stiffness of an anchor test when the
scatter derived by the ratios N50

δ50
is high, e.g., >40–50%.
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Figure 8. Initial stiffness k1 calculated with the LSE method for the two different types of concrete
screws: (a) C—type 1 and (b) D—type 2 vs. the different concrete mixes.

As given in Figure 8a, the sole dataset that shows a reduction trend of the k1 values is
the concrete batch V (SFRC). This batch also has the lower scatter among the individual
k1 values. However, as shown in the statistical analysis in Section 4.4.3, this deviation
cannot be considered as a significant sensitivity.
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4.4.2. Secant Stiffness

The same analysis is performed for the secant stiffness k2 of each dataset. The results
are shown in Figure 9. In general, although differences in the value of the secant stiffness k2
are observed among the different datasets, these could be considered as random variations
rather than following a clear trend. This statement is also supported by the further analysis
that is presented in Section 4.4.3.
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Figure 9. Secant stiffness k2 vs different concrete mixes for (a) bonded anchors, (b) concrete screws,
and (c) torque-controlled expansion anchors.

4.4.3. Statistical Comparisons

The sole comparison of both k1 and k2 values shows no significant influence of the
concrete mix on the anchor stiffnesses. In this section, a statistical evaluation is performed
in order to further support this finding. As a matter of fact, the mean values of k1 and k2
for each different concrete are compared to the distribution of the stiffness values of the
extended dataset of each anchor regardless of the concrete mix.

Figures 10–12 show the comparison of the individual k mean values for the different
bonded anchor types installed in different concrete mixes with the statistics derived from
all individual k1 and k2 values for each anchor type regardless of the concrete batch. For all
different anchor types, the mean k1,2 values obtained from the tests in different concrete
mixes are found to be inside the interval k̂1,2 ± σ, where k̂1,2 are the mean values of
k1 or k2 calculated from all the different tests for each anchor type, and σ the corresponding
standard deviation. That is expected since the total dataset comprises the individual
datasets. Nevertheless, none of the individual dataset means are found to be outside
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the interval k̂1,2 ± σ, which represents 66% of the observations of a normal distribution.
Thus, none of the individual means of both k1 and k2 can be considered as extreme values.
Therefore, a constant mean stiffness k1 and k2 can be assumed for the given anchor types
and geometries and for the different concrete types. Note that the datasets for each series
contained enough points for a statistical analysis. The number of tests per series was
between three and four repetitions.

Finally, the coefficient of variation of both k1 and k2 stiffnesses calculated on the
individual datasets are compared to those calculated on the entire dataset of each
anchor type.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the coefficient of variation (CoV) of both k1 and k2
obtained from all different tests of each anchor type, illustrated as lines, with the individual
coefficient of variation obtained from the test of each anchor in the different studied
concretes, illustrated as marker points. For all different anchor types, the CoVs calculated
on the entire datasets are comparable and mostly lower than those from the individual tests.
Therefore, the mean values of initial and secant stiffness calculated on the entire dataset for
each type of anchor can be considered as reliable statistical estimates.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the total CoV for each anchor type with the individual CoVs from the
different concrete mixes for (a) initial stiffness k1 and (b) secant stiffness k2.

Table 4 summarizes the mean values of k1 and k2 as well as the coefficient of variation
(CoV) for the different post-installed anchor types.

The values of k1 and k2 for the bonded anchor with epoxy-based agent are con-
sistent for the two different tested epoxy types. The vinyl ester product shows lower
stiffness values compared to the epoxy type. For all tested products the COV is within
acceptable range.

The expansion anchor shows the lowest stiffness values of the investigated
anchor types.
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Table 4. Stiffness values based on the analysis for the different post-installed anchors.

Anchor Diameter
[mm]

Concrete
State

k1
[kN/mm]

CoV
[%]

k2
[kN/mm]

CoV
[%]

Bonded—Epoxy
type 1 16 uncracked 135 20 82 18

Bonded—Epoxy
type 2 16 uncracked 139 10 83 21

Bonded—Vinyl Ester 16 uncracked 96 12 54 20
Concrete screws

type 1 * 14 uncracked 178 45 41 58

Concrete screws
type 2 * 14 uncracked 120 34 41 48

Expansion 16 uncracked 50 38 8 20
*: Evaluation based on LSE.

For the concrete screws only the k2 value is found to be the same for the two different
types. In general, both k1 and k2 have distinct ranges for the different anchor types.
Note that for concrete screws the measured displacement values are rather small and the
installation method and prestressing can have a significant influence on the evaluated
stiffness values. Therefore, it is recommended to increase the number of tests per test series
to, e.g., 5–10 repetitions. Additionally, the assessment of the initial stiffness for both tested
concrete screw types showed that an assessment based on the displacement at 50% of
the failure load gives rather high coefficients of variation in the different concrete mixes.
If the stiffness values are determined based on a least squared fit, this scatter could be
significantly reduced. Therefore, for concrete screws a least squared fit method is proposed
to determine the initial stiffness.

The results of Table 4 can be considered as an assessment of the performed test
program. It should not be seen as generalized recommendations for anchor types.

5. Conclusions

The present manuscript studies the influence of the different aggregates in the con-
crete mix design on the initial secant stiffness and the secant stiffness at ultimate load
of different types of post-installed anchors for a concrete breakout failure. In general,
an accurate displacement measurement is important if stiffness values are derived from
load– displacement curves. In the performed tests, the assessed stiffness values were
derived from load–displacement curves measured in a displacement-controlled test setup
(servo-hydraulic). The displacements were measured with two separated displacement
transducers that were fixed with a small distance to the centre of the anchor rods. The used
test setup is in accordance with the requirements given in the corresponding European
assessment Documents (EAD, [5–7]).

The following conclusions can be derived from the analysis:

• In general, both k1 and k2 stiffness values showed no major sensitivity to the
concrete mix.

• The scatter of both k1 and k2 stiffness values for each type of anchor in the individual
test series is similar or larger than the scatter of k1 and k2 values of each type of anchor
regardless of the aggregate type in the concrete mix.

• The mean values of both k1 and k2 stiffness values for each type of anchor in the
individual test series is always inside the interval of the mean values plus minus 1
standard deviation.

• The mean values of both k1 and k2 stiffnesses are in different ranges for the different
types of anchors,

• The initial stiffness calculated from the LSE fit reduces the scatter of the values
in comparison to the initial stiffness calculated as a ratio N50

δ50
for both types of

concrete screws.
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Thus, it can be concluded that the influence of aggregate type on initial and secant
stiffness in an otherwise comparable concrete mix can be neglected. The insights gained by
the present study could serve to the utilization of assessment methods based on tests per-
formed on specific concrete classes regardless the mineralogy of the aggregates. Moreover,
that allows the characterization of the anchors in terms of stiffnesses on standard tensile
test results. Then, the characterized stiffness can be used for a displacement-based design,
which can be considered as a sustainable design approach. Furthermore, it is expected
that each anchor type should have a certain range of initial and secant stiffness values.
Therefore, a reliable assessment should focus only on the type of the anchor avoiding
additional tests on concrete mixes with different aggregates. Thus, the anchor stiffness
assessment in combination with a displacement-based anchor design method could be
considered as reliable and sustainable approaches. Finally, since the scatter is usually high
it is recommended that the stiffnesses are characterized for each individual anchor.
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